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Eastern State News
"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"
EASTERN

ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE ... CHARLESTON

Symphony Performs Here Next Monday

plete Class Schedule for
1 te these
1orrified if
ou and I
'I as mat
courses ..
of Great
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fer Quarter Published

'

THE HISTORY of the Indianapolis Symphony orchestra, which will appear at Eastern Mon.
day, December 1, is a typical American success story.
:TE SCHEDULE of classes for the winter quarter'
During the blackest year of the depressio n, 193Q, an Indianapolis viOttn teacher, Ferdi
!&rs on pages 5 and 6 of this week's News. The schenand Schaefer, called the unemployed musicians of Indianapolis together and faced them
1tains names of courses, and names of instructors and with the proposition that since they weren't earning any money anyway, they might, as well
and rooms assigned to
earn nothing by organizing a

1ta

One Hundred Men

should save this sche-

symphony orchestra and earn
nothing by playing concerts.

,

1t for use at registration,
to a request by

F.

Heller.

tepared

for

So they organized, amateurs and

Dean

professionals,

Additional

faculty

use

of ·this information

:i form is expected
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to

I

onday, Dec. 8

TION FOR all students
Monday, December 8.

on

students

:red

begin

w h o s e.

M will register
a.

from

m. Stu-

last names begin with

1ose

N through Z will reg
l :30

J:.o

4:40 p. m. Stu

have not pre-registered
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at
1er

.

with the letters

until 11:30

m.

S216 at 10 :00 a. m.
bistructions.

.tion programs m u s t
w i t h pre-registrations.
will
made on registra
Gll ly with considerable de�
Jifficulty. However, stu
•se grades fo r the fall on
probation
them
their schedules on regday so as to take only
1jects during the winter

be

Anfinson Warns
Departing Vets

Fall Festival Benefit
Hop Nets Multi Peso
. s

.

DR. RUDOLPH D. Anfinson, director of veterans services, warns
all veterans leaving Eastern before
the end of the fall quarter to re
port to the office of the dean of
men. Papers of the· Veterans Ad
ministration terminating his train
ing must be completed by any vet
eran before his
departure
from
Eastern.
It is . especially
important to
complete these papers, for the ac
ceptance of veteran's checks co er
ing time that a veteran is not ac-·
tuall y training is a federal offense.

r

Annual Craft Bazaar
by Art Club, Ka.ppa Pi
in

Sororities

1nhellenic Group

OF
·

Mistletoe Frolic Features

and Kappa Pi Monday and Tues

Bill Shelton and Band

was sponsored by the Art club

day from 1 to 9 p. m.

Materials for the bazaar· came

two national sorority

in Colorado Springs
.2, according to a let
by Pres. Roberi G.
;t week.

ton, and those that were student

l>rorities

making up the
of Education Sorori
lt that time accepted as
If the National Panhel
had pre
.ed chapters only in
Local chap
Sigma Sigma and
lpsilon will thus be
the union of national

.ce,-which
•lleges.

RECEIPTS TOTALING
600 dollars were taken in by Alpha Phi
Omega fraternity from the / Fall
Festiva l benefit dance held
No
vember 14.
Besides the campus
organiza
tions which helped make the dance
a success, a great deal of
credit
goes also to the following: Kiwan
is clubs, Charleston and Mattoon;
Rotary clubs, Charleston and Mat
toon; Lions club at Mattoon; Mr.
Bernie Cobble, for selling tickets
at the Brown shoe factory 'in Char
leston; Villa Grove VF W post; the
Varsity club for donatin � the re
ceipts from the concessioJ(s at the
dance ; and to
various · stores in
Charleston and Mattoon that sold
tickets.
Several donations were
given.

THE SIXTH annual Craft bazaar

from two sources. Those that were

ins was effected at a

imported from outside of Charles
made:
Paints, original arts, and epi
graphs caµie from the American
Association of Arts. This associa
tion sent Christmas and greeting
cards which haven't been secured
before.

Hand weaving was shown from
the Little Loom house at Louis
ville, Ry. This is a school that of
fers weaving and an opportunity
for contemporary
artists.
Also,
they try out new we ts and tex
tures.

�

Fabrics came from Dubose T(;lx·
tile ·shop at Phoenix City, Ala. The
Dubose shop has been in the ba
zaar practidi.lly every year, and it
furnishes items such as luncheon
clothes, scarfs, and towels.

"AMERICAN STYLIST of sophisticated swing," Bill Shelton, will
be featured at the Mistletoe Fro
lic December 12, from 9 p. m. to 12
midnight· in the Old Auditorium.
Mistletoe F r o 1 i c, an annual
dance sponsored by Sigma_ Sigma
Sigma sorority., will be the first
formal dance of the 1947-48 col
lege year.
Shelton's 13-piece organization
comes from th6 University of m�
inois campus. Mary Hadfield, vo
calist, was formerly with the Ted
Weems orchestra. Shelton brings
·
along· his own floor-show.
Tickets will be on sale this week
and at the door on the night of the
dance. Admission price per couple
i s two dollars and forty cents, tax
included.

�

•

.

and a baton

Warbler Proofs
Due at Ryan.'s
Before Dec. 1
STUDENTS

MUST

turn

a

the

the-. Warbler to Ryan's Studio be
fore the end of the month.

In order to meet the schedule set

by the engraving company, class

pictures must be 'finished imme

diately. The Warbler staff hopes,
that

by

following

this

schedule,

the yearbook will be available in
the spring.

For the same reason, it is ur
gent that all clubs and organizl!.
tions on campus make arrange
ments to have their picture made
idays.
before the Christmas
These arrangements ma
e made
by contacting Dr. Francis Pal
mer, ·virginia Bullard, or Patricia
Carlyle.

�
r'f>

This organization was semi-pro
fessional and strictly co-opera
tive; whatever money was left
over from gate receipts after the
minimum concert expenses were
deducted, was divided among the
musicians.
In 1935-1936 they had their first
guest conductor. In 1936-1937 they
had two guest conductors. One was
Vladimir Bakaleinikoff, the asso
ciate conductor of th� Cincinnati
Symphony
orchestra,• and
the
other was Fabien Sevitzky.
Dr. Schaefer, with the interests
of Indianapolis' musical future at
heart, voluntarily offered to turn
his baton over to the younger man.
In the spring of 1937 the In
dianapolis Orchestra was com
pletely re-organized on a· profes
sional basis, with Fabien Sevitzky
as its permanent conductor, and it
became a member of major sym-·
phony orchestras.
For its first major season, 193738, the orchestra scheduled only
45 concerts. Of these concerts, 37
were played in Indianapolis; eight
were broadcasts on the Mutual
network; and five were played
out of town.
Last season, 1946-47, nearly ten
years later, presented an entirely
different picture.
Eighty-three concerts were play
ed during. the 21-week season. Of
these, 48 were heard in Indian
apolis, including two NBC broad
casts for which there were audi
ences, and 35 were played in other
cities-31 cities in 11 states. Public
appreciation of, and demand for,
(Continued on page 10)

Pictures of departmental staffs
will be taken next. The business 1
manager would appreciate it if the
department heads could set a time
and place for these pictures and
leave word with Dr. Palmer. De
partment heads failing-- to do so
will be contacted later.

Eastern Alum Writes
Art Activities Text
DR.
RALPH
Wickiser '34, of
Greenup, is author of a recently
published textbook in art entitled
Iutroduction to Art Activities.
Dr. Wickiser is now head of the
department of fine arts at Louisi
ana State university.

DEAN LISTS FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Tuesday, December 2

Wednesday, December 3

1:00- 2:40

One

3 : 00- 4:40

Physics 130;

8:00- 9 :40

Eight

10:00-11:40

1: 00- 2 :40

Thursday, December 4

3 : 00- 4:40

8 : 00- 9�40

10:00-11 :40

Friday, December 5

period

o'clock

8:00 and 9:00.*

Nine

period

o'clock

classes

that

Bi-

that

·

double

meet

classes;

9:00 and 10:00.*

at

double

meet

at

German 230; Spanish 130.0

Education 230; Library 120.**

Business Education 230.**
Ten o'clock classes.*

o'clock�classes;

classes

that

10 :00 and 11:00.*

Chemistry

8:00- 9:40

Three

1:00- 2 :40

double

classes;

classes

3 : 00- 4:40

1() : 00-11:40

classes;

Zoology 120;

ology 126.**

period

The art students worked
on
sets,
hand-stenciled
luncheon
towels, and aprons. They hammer
ed out metal bowls, candy dishes,
ash trays, book ends, desk blotter
pads, wooden bowls,
and
small
trays.

o'clock

period classes that meet at 1 : 00
'
and 2 : 00.*

1:00- 2:40· Eleven

The Artist guild of Eastern Ill
inois showed a group of paintings
and crafts, and the usual hand
weavings by Mariana were on dis
play. Kappa Pi had a booth set up
to take orders for tinting photos.

The purpose,of the bazaar is to
bring in hand made materials for
the students to
see
and study.
These materials were
placed on
sale. A portion of the funds re
ceived from the bazaar will be ap
plied to the Paul Turner Sargent
scholarship.

in

proofs of their class picture for

Frolics'

A group of head
scarfs were
sent from San Cristobal, N. M.

EL

once

cert in April, 1930.

IJailable, Dean Heller said.

,tion

rehearsed

week, and played their first con

130;

cation 120.**

o'clock

double

meet

Physical

classes;

at

Edu
double

period classes that meet at 2 :00
and 3:00 or at 3:00 and 4:00.*

Two o'clock classes.*

Twelve .o'clock classes and four
o'clock

classes,

instructors

in

except

these

that

courses

may hold examinations earlier

if

appointments

without

flict can be arranged.

con

*Except classes for which combined examinations are indicated in the

schedule.

**Examinations are held in regular classrooms, except that combined
examinations shall be held in rooms to be arranged for by instructors

.

•

•

feature

and announced by thepi .

)
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The Soap Box

Thanks giving Drivers, Take Note

Less Noise, Please; Any
Helpful Suggestions? Ask
Two Eastern Students

AUTO TOLL, 1946: 1,000,000 injured-40,000 killed! These
dry statistics never seem to impress the happy-go-lucky
American people. They cannot imagine the a-gony and unbear
able suffering that is represented by these figures. Only by
•experiencing one of these disasters can the stark realism of
the situation be jarred into our minds. The sudden news that
your fraternity brother was rushed to a hospital with a broken
back will make any driver slow down temporarily, but what is
needed is a permanent conception of the aftermath of a
horrible 1 accident.
An automobile can easily become a deadly missle. Sixty
five miles an hour feels like nothing at all, but this 100-feet
a-second clip can instantly turn this docile luxury into a
rampaging bundle of glass and steel. In that split second
of crash anything can and does happen. The keen edge of a
windshield often sheers off arms and legs which have been
hurled through the glass. Broken ribs that puncture hearts
and lungs guarantee agonizing weeks on a hospital bed. So
if you customarily drive at exaggerated speeds, make sure
that all of your passengers carry identification papers; it is
difficult to identify tbe mangled bodies of a first-class mass
acre.
Thanksgiving vacation traffic will congest the high
ways in the next few days. This setting is one in which death
plays a star role. By no means do all accidents occur on
curves. The modern three-lane thoroughfare presents a death
trap which ensnares many an unsuspecting driver. These
collisions often involve many cars of which yours could be
one. Perhaps you say that you were in a terrible accident which
reduced the cars to twisted masses ; yet you es�aped with only
minor cuts and bruises. Death was there just the same; he
was only exercising his unpredictable nature.
Yes, .there have been safety drives and posters but they
cannot possibly reproduce these pathetic scenes. They would
have to include sound effects and moving pictures to depict
the flopping, useless efforts of the maimed to rise; the steady,
panting, groaning of a· human with gnawing pain creeping
up as shock wears oft These revolti;ig examples are nauseat
ing; however, if this article slows down one "heavy-footed"
driver the purpose of the editorial will have 'been achieved.
So if Y0\1 plan to be driving this week-end, first, take a
look at yourself as the man in the white jacket shakes his
head over you, tells the boys with the stretcher not to bother,
and turns away to somebody else whom he thinks might be
saved. Perhaps you'll see yourself lucky, or rather unlucky
enough·to have escaped with your life, but having the memory
for the rest of your days that yoq killed two of your best
friends who trusted in you. It wouldn't be very pleasant would
it! You can take your choice; will it be life or death this
Thanksgiving?

Modern Str1,1ggle

Control vs. Inflation
INFLATION TAKES place when prices rise faster than in
dividual incomes. This phenomenon is caused by the com
bination of the following:
·

1. Scarcity of goods (production went to war, and hasn't
yet returned to secure footing.)
2. An increase in national income with more money to
bid for fewer goods on the market.
3. Inadequate tax system.
1. Price control; quality control; rationing.
Bond buying to drain off surplus money.
3. W,age stablization equalized at stabilized prices.
4. Adequate and equitable taxes.

There have been programs and policies innovated. to stave
off inflation, but all seemed to have suffered the horrible fate
of the desk pin, or the waste basket. Conceding that the
scourge of inflation is upon us, now is the time for more pro
grams and policies for the controlling of it.
�

In spite of shortcomings of the late OPA, it kept prices
down. Higher prices penalize the poor and lower-income work
ers, who at present are struggling for existence beneath the
load of sky-rocketing prices. Maybe it wouldn't be too bad if
we could have a little price control, even if the government
would have to "subsidize" a few industries.

There must be a least three clas
sifications of us students at East
ern: Those who
assume to
be
learned, t h o s e wh'o assi ilate
learning readily, and those who
struggle with it long and labol'i
ousl y and hardly ever fully under- ,
stand it, but are too stubborn to
/
give up.
That last mentioned classification, I believe, is in a majority
here, and one to which I belong.
But what I wanted to ask was this:
When did it become excusable for
students to yell, snicker, hold big
pep talks among themselves, or
just pull a general Comanche act
while in the school study room?
Huh, when?
I would like to request for us
undergeniuses that some of
the
brighter lights have at least a lit
tle respect for our mental toiling.
After all, if they feel an urge to
make like an Apache from Dodge
City, they can go out and swing
in a ginkgo tree.
They ma y be saving the faculty
the trouble of flunking some of us
out, but think! They may be break
ing some poor mother's heart.
Yours,
Philip Nance.

(.

were

turkeys, geese, ducks,
water fowl, vegetables,

deer,
and different kinds of bread.
Although this feast was held
for giving thanks, there is no

=-

a campus

to rules a1

•

Editor, Eastern State News:

To whom it may concern:
In reference to the
unsigned
complaint appearing in "The Soap
Box" November 19 concerning the
publication of student directories, I
should like to point out
a few
facts.
Yo u may remember that regis
tration did not take place until
September 15 this year. Some time
must be allowed after that date for
the complete arrangement of the
necessary infofmation in the reg
istrar's office before it
becomes
available for use.
Regardless of
this time handicap, all the informa�
tion for the printing of the direc
tories was delivered to the print
ers October 1.
It would seem to me that the
compilation was done as swiftly as
possible, and any delay in the ac
t11al printing should be attributed
to some other factor beyoRd the
control of
the
organization
in
question.
Any worthy suggestions as to
how these circumstances might be
overcome will be received by the
organization.
Respectfully,
. Sara Berninger.

No News
THE News will not be published
·next week so that the staff can
enjoy
Thanksgiving.
The
next
issue will come out December 10.
Watch for the special rNeiiJ� of
December 17.
May you all have a bountiful
·Thanksgiving!-The Editors.

x is one
after tak

s elf with
r and si1
t(>wel.
n't mean
will use
a chief e
ense. Beve

6
M

"After capping his millionth bottle, he began

•

was the Leader of
Twelve Day Reign
Doty Lunch club.
He waa
thrown, but allowed to re
the organization,
where he
still be found, uni;:orking
pagne, and shooing flies
caviar.

Antidote
'

Exploding Alarm;
'
'
Human Biography
LOTS OF people who don't know

REZ have asked me why I both

er to quote

him

This is a

all

the

timely

time.

ques

tion, and I think it may

be best answered by giv
ing a brief biography q f
REZ which will serve to
indicate at least a littl e
of the importance of this
figure to the contemporary scene.
He was born on Wednesday in
the Senate gallery, and was im
mediately passed by both Houses.
Someone shouted, "Keep. Cool with
Coolidge!" at the time, but the
remark received only a little scat
tered applause from some Demo
crats who thought it was a motion
to adjourn. It never
did . really
catch on.
Not too much is known of,REZ's
early life, as he took opium to ex
cess, and was generally too high
to make a coherent statement, and
can recite almost the entire vol
ume of Marx's Das Kapital upon
request.
REZ served in the late war,
changing sides
according
to
the amount of the liq uor ra
tion. At the eild of the war, he
was repOl'ted missing, but he
was later found on top of the
Eifel tower. They final_ly got
him down. "I got high real
cheap!" he said.
Going home he fell overboard,
and bit a shark out
of
season,
thus causing international
com
ment.
REZ invented the headless drum
for silent practice, and the foun
tain pen that writes under Bour
bon. After a startling
coup, he

Publlohed weekly on Wedneaday t.hrouchout the school year. excepting
holidays, by the stu de t • of Ea.stern Illlnols State Collel!'e at Charlea
t on, Illinois.
Subft:crh>tfona, two dollars pe:r year, ip advanCe.

n

JACK MUTHERSBOUGH

Member

1-0sociated Colle('(,��P Pre��

----------�--------------

Associate Editor

JOHN McNUTT ------------------------------ Advertising Manager
BETTY MONIER ------------------------------- Business Manager

record of any sp ecia l religious

s ervic e.

BILL DOWNEY ------------------------------------ Sports Editor
ELENORE MOBERLEY -------------.--------------- Society Editor

This custom of Thanksgiving is

still one of our main holidays. Lin

cqln issued a proclamation recommending the last Thursday in'No
vember as Thanksgiving. All the
presidents after him have done
likewise.
Today Thanksgiving is
a legal holiday, and is enjoyed by
millions of people all over the
United States.
-Doris Keiper
Eighth Grade
Training School
'

GEORGE MUIR ---------------.-------------------- Feature Editor
Vera Hutchlnl!'S ... ............. Librarian
Bud Ad m
• .. .. .. .• . •• .. .• • Photegrapher
Hal Hubbard . .. .. • . •• •• •• • . . • • Columnist
Ray Metter
• . . .. . . . • • .• . .. .. . . •
Columnist
W. A. Specht .. . • . . •• •. ••• •.. . • Columnist
:Marie Bell . . . . . . . . . . '· .... • • • . • Reporter
Max Claar . .. •• •• .. .. .. •• .• •. • . .. Reporter
Harold Carpenter ...... ......... Reporter
Vance Chll <}el'l!I . . . .. .. .e:. •• • . . Reporter
James
r
. . . •. ,. • . . .. •. •• • • •
Reporter
Betty Frew
Reporter
• .... . • • •• . • • . .. .. •
Vera Hutchings ................. . Reporter·
Anna Marie Irby ........ ... . . . .... RePorter
Fred lrvlnl!' • . . . •• • . . •• • . . • . . • . • • Reporter
Dick Kfggl ns . . . .. . . . .
. . . .. . . : • Reporter
Art Klug . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . , • Reporter

a. a

.

.

� lin

..

.

.

.

..

..

.

Nance '"t '"' . . . ... .. ..
Tony Norviel
. . . , .. . . •.. .. ......
Stanley F. Koester ..... ., .....
Barbara Paul .............. .......
Harry Read . . . .. • . • • . . • • . . • .. ...
Ruth St. .John ... ........... ....
Charles Stanberry
W. A, Specht
. .. .. . .
Bob Sterllng . .. . •.. • . . .. .. . ......
Jack
Tenison
.. •. •• • .
Dick Thomas . .. . . . . .. .. .. • . . . • .
.John Tolch .................,. .....
MarJorie Wilson , .. . . . . • . . . . • . •
Dolly Wiseman
.. . . . • . . .. .. .. •. •
Clarence Wright
. . •. .. • . . . • • • . •
Martha Zimmerman . .. .. •• •• .. .
Phillip

.

......./.....
........... ,r.
.•• "[::....

FRANCIS PALMER, Adviser

.

. .

I m et him in the hall
morning. His face was
ed, his arm broken, and

clothes all torn
'./
"Thank you,' he said,
ting on his knees. "You
made m e f amou s."

/

My alarm clock
morning.

explod

4

I always set it beside the
and usually it just ring11t
dives under the bed . out of

But this morning it 'ex
It was blown to bits.

It woke up my roommatl

of its hands was sticking
his head, and he was
mutilated.
"What happened i"
looking hurt.

he

Reporter
Reporter
Reporter
Reporter
Reporter
Reporter
Reporter

Reporter
Reporter

Reporter
RePorter
Reporter

Reporter
Reporter
Reporter

Reporter

Buri

ID

"The alarm c lock extilo
said.

"Nonsense," he said, rolli
and dying. I put a ham
sickle on his chest, said a
service, then buried him i
window box.

I went to tell REZ about '
was putting whiskey into w
with a hypodermic need!(
giving them to the squirre

''!H

Y

whE

•

"It makes them real dru
told me, "and they fall off
trees.'' ·
"Out of the

him.

sub5ti
"Yeah," he
said,
sulphuric acid for the whis�
made the squirrels real dead.
"My alarm clock exploo
told hirfl.
"Ain'ttthat odd," he said,
ing me a walnut. "Perha
have enemies!"

That's Life

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1947

Entered as
second cla.a•
matter November 8, 19111, at
the Post Qfflce at Charles
ton, Illlnole, under the Act
of March S, 1819.
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'Can You Top ThiB? Can You Top ThiB1'"
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• .
Max I
s already

ak first;

ROBERT W. B LACK ---------------------------- ---------- Editor

THANKSGIVING

'

I

"':::
:..
_
::::_
--:::
eoL.�

PRINTED BY PRATHER THE PRINTER

A. HISTORY OF

The first Thanksgiving in
this country was held in Octo
ber of 1621. The feast lasted
for three days and tJ;tere was
plenty to eat for all. There

---

�VI C-..::Y

�

As for equitable taxation, it would be just taxation
base on "ability to pay." At present all forms of excise taxes,
sales taxes, and consumers' taxes are unjust because they
fall with equal weight on the poor as well as the rich,' and the
poor cannot bear the burden. Excess profit taxes might right
this wrong.

WHEN THE Pilgrims landed in
' this country December 21, 1620,
they brought with them the cus
tom of Thanksgiving from Holland,
which after the first harvest they
themselves celebrated.

--=

Dear Sir:

Thus inflation can be controtled by the following:

\2.

II l
�

. .a1...

Life or Death?

Picture bearded hunters sq
silent in the night,
Hark'ning to the baying ii
a'loping on t)ie trail,
And me a wide-eyed yo
listening to the sanguin\:j
A'sitting there in silence
hunters in the night.
But I could not be satisfi�
while my life away
Sitting on a frosty knoll th�
looks the glen
A'listening to the hounds,
I had another yen;
I had to get some larnin', as
elders used to say.
So ·bundling off to school I
and highl y I aspired
To greatness that the �temer
of life it takes to make,
Nor any of the virtues
evermore forsake;
Still not a dram of' gre!l n
I see that I've acquired.,
I often get a yearning now
(though strange it may
To squat with grizzly hun
the lambent autumn ligh
And hear the lusty bayin
hound-dogs in the night
When I was dreaming the
thought I 'd like it better

0
perf<

Cam
F•
Cam
.long
T
smo:
Carr.
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�

wrote that down

,
,

like a joke

�

tEARLOCK

Casteel,

a

college ad

rules and regulations. Society changes too often. to be depended

• .

Max Pugh will act as spokesman for the men on this subject,

�eady asserted that "Girls are a mass of contradictions Th�y

.k first just to get to talk."

1u1'"
of the
�n at
He
>.
wed to rem
,
where he
uncorking'
::>ing flies o:

is one of those fellows
after taking a bath dries
If with the morning's
and sits down to read
tfwel. So his answer
1't mean much • . . The
will use Bev erly Beekler
chief example in their
Beverly is a juvenile
1ent, according to un
sources • . . Martha
1rman is another • . .
1man for the girls will
be Barbara Keen or .
Madden. Both are poor
1ples of human
beings.
will be overruled. Bar
too. She was climbing
ltairs the other
day
• .g
about one of her
. . And I thought a tree
was the only thing that
climb and croak at the
time . . . Martha Baker
1act as recorder.
girls will use either REZ
luthersbough as exam
dependable characters.
are satillites to HRH so
1y call upon someone else.
tell me. there are marked
llfferences in the three.
the fellow who looking for

lit

a kick out of life, got life kicked
-out of him. While young . . . To
mal<;e this discussion legal there
shall be 11 judges. Five men, five
girls, and the dog that follows Dr.
Sharp. . . . The five men will con
sist of Edmond Potter, Bill Wams
ley, Bob Olsen, Bob Daniels, and
Roland Rominger.
And if you can find a wider
variety of animated mummies,
let me know . . . Betty Wright,
Francis
Doroth y
Casteel,
Hawker, Barbara Sheeks, and
Ilene Bush will make up the
girl's congregation . • • For the
record, we'll call the dog "Bos
ton Blackie."

Action, camera, ligts . . . The
discussion opened quietly enough,
but not until Muthersbough and
REZ engaged fighting to deter
mine who should kill a fly sitting
on the window sill . . • HRH rea
soned that since this was a dis
cussion anyway, it would be best
to debate the contributions and
happiness said fly could. offer for
the improvement of this world.
He finally condemned the
fly
as
a
communist,
so
BURNS it • . . When I first

.•

with

boys-will-love
look, voted

first.

an

-me

against

By Dr. Dian A. Ambrose
Optometrist

·this

speaking

WE HAD our fun in our last col-

Revised Quotations

Some S imilies

As naive as the fellow who
thinks he'll get
an
"A"
from
copying my paper.
As hungry as a vet on the 20th
of the month.

umn-now back to business. I in

tend to invade the educators field
in the next series of articles, and

since all of us are interested in
reading, I feel free to make this

invasion.

All that we have discussed in the

previous articles leads us to a .top
ic

which. we . as

educators, vision

specialists an d st_µdents

have

to

face, "The Reading Problem." The
American schools have
been de
signated as reading
schools and
since our educational systems have
so evolved, tt> gain our knowledge,
reading to learn occupies a para
mount position during our school
years. In a large measure, reading
to learn carries over into our ad
ult occupations or some form of
near point concentration which is
just as much a problem as reading.
This all-im ortant factor of using
our eyes as reading tools focuses
our attention on these organs of
sight whenever our reading ability
suffers. Lowered
reading ability
and lowered comprehension are ma-

·

In childhood, understanding runs
well ahead of the ability to produce
expressive linquistic forms. Young
children understand far more than
they are able to express in speech
or writing. By the time the child
has reached his sixth year and is
therefore ready to begin his formal
education, one side of his language
development has proceeded far in
(Continued on page 4)
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Welcome College

MEADOW GOLD HOMOGENIZED MILK

Students to . ..

is PASTEURIZED for Your Protection

Snappy Service

CALL 1500 For Your
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It's Extra Fortified with

400 Units of Vitamin D

6th and Jackson St.
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HAMBURGER

Doughnuts .. . Rolls

PHONE 1500

GOLD

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"
You'll lik e 'em the
way we fry 'em

Open 6 :00 A. M. to
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you' re listening to HAL MclNTYRE'S
.
newest CMGM) record
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Picnics and Weiner Roasts
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•
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The more respectable a man is,
the more things he really has to oe
' ashamed of.
'Tis what I eat determines how
I speak.

IDEAL BAKERY

NE

•

Oddly, all the boys except Bob
Olson, with an l'll-bet-the-girls
�ll-love-me-for-this look, voted
against speaking first. So, being a
tie, it would be up to Boston
Blackie to decide the outcome. . .
Boston Blackie
trotted
to
the
men's side, and the victory went
to them . . .At this point Gwen
Kilman, who was somewhere in
the audience, fainted . . . A faint
\s the art of strangling, u nder the
preten� of embracing . . . Pem
hall girls escorted Gwen to the
door . . . The moral of this story
is, "A dog may settle in a 'minute
what men argue for hours. "

For Your November

Buns

the outcome

A Special Case
Reading is a special case of per
ception. No other form of human
behavior is as complex and intri
cate in its
sensory-cerebro-motor
organization as reading and speak
i �g. Learning to talk, to read, and
to use these forms of linquistic ex
pressions,
therefore,
represents
the most difficult simple undertak
ing that any child ever undertakes.
Because of its great complexity we
should expect to" find wide varia
tions iIJ,.. the degree of mastery ex
hibited by various individuals and
because of
this
complexity
we
should expect to find and do find
many types of disorders of these
complex functions.

Serious Business: The
Reading Problem

All the girls except Dorothy

or girl, upon a chance meeting on campus. There is a difference

•ened 1"

..... .

12 :00

PHONE 7

A. M.

l' 1

OF the grooviest ork-pilots on the MGM record roster

is Hal Mcintyre. Like so many other top-notch

flkformers, Hal is a Camel fan from 'way back. He prefers

said,
subs
I for the whi
irrels real de.

I

determine

jor complaints in the vision spec
ialists ' office.

Your Eyes

that a vote was to be taken to

brings up the question of who should speak first,

�mpus meeting and a meeting. Probably because

it sounded

. After a two

•

hour discussion it was decided

One for Olson and .Casteel;
.Alas! It's Just a Dog's World

-.ic:;.

•

CloCk

eX[l1

Camels because: "Camels suit me best all ways."

For the same reason - more people are smoking
Camels than ever before! A great new record for a
lmg-time favorite.
Try Camels. Discover for yourseif why, with
mnokers who have tried and compared,
Camels are the "choice of experience."
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And here�s another great record-

i\1ore people Sre smoking CAMELS than ever befbre!
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Jim McKay

Pleas�re Reading
At Turkey Time

McKay Submits Original Plots
While 'Attacking Soap Operc;is

TOMORROW, WHEN the turkey
is still "burning through" the
roasting process, 1\nd you see the
chance to ease a hardy appetite
into position for the big dinner,
open up one of those novels that
from
lack-of-time has kept you
reading.

�

JIM McKay has 't been around this week. Instead he sent us a written
report.

It reaq: "Dear Folks: I cannot be around this week ! got troubles.
.•

Instead I would like to send you some original plots to be submitted to

Eastern library facilities, though
limited at this time, have been ar
ranged so as to give you light
reading material for your enjoy
during the
ment while at home
Thanksgiving day vacation.

the radio department for consideration.

"1. A girl has two proposals, one from a handsome but poor young

man: the other from a rich old
man. She marries the rich old
man and lives happily ever after.
"2. The Fat Man is hired to pro
tect a rich old man who has been
threatened with murder. No one
even attempts to kill' the old man.

stories. Just the same, I feel
·

that three of the thirty-three
"Who should be accused of this ?

Book

Perfect Gift

Selected Novels

DENTIST

Charleston, Illinois

First National Bank Bldg.
Office Hours,

Phone 69

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG.
Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808

Return

MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.
Physicians and Surgeons
Hours by Appointment
604¥.i Sixth St.

tO

The Big Famil y

-----------·

United Nations Primer ---- Arne

Phones 325 and 340

(.

DR. C. E. DUNCAN, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted

PLATE

Polo

USSR-Foreign Policy
-----------.,.----- Yakhontoff

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Office Hours, 1:00 to 6:00

•.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Linder Bldg.
Phones: Office 94;

·

(Continued . on page 10
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up
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FREE DELIVERY

Phone 164
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s
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�
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le
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Res., 694

Hours by Appointment
Office and Res. Phone 12
803 Jackson Street

And now for some i
knowledge as regards the
an Eastern man is from ho
avetage man traveled 54
attend Eastern. Three hun
ten men live within a 21>
and
ius of Charleston,
mately 50 percent trav
than 75 miles for "larnin'."
ty-seven of the males, h
are within 200 miles, or five
time of home. And 16 brava

SANDWICHES

William Allen White ------ White
Man y other books and material
for light reading may be found in
works by standard authors such
as Dickens, Austin, Hardy, Scott,
and Galsworth y among the great
number on hand.

Phones: Off. 476; Res. 762

P B. LLOYD, M. D.

North �ide of Square

_

non·

The slogan, "Stay at
and go to college" is takea
erally by 126 Chule:s
(male in gender, of co
Ninety-eight men from
Eastern,
attend
toon
of this number commutiJial

EAST SIDE CA.FE

Television, The Eyes Of Tomorrow
---------------------- Eddy

The Travels Of Marco Polo

33 are

ing Eastern,

·of Illinois. Fifty-four p
18 of this group are from
six are from Ohio, and fiv
Michigan
Penµsylvanfa.
two men, while New Jersey,
necticut, and Kansas eacla
one male student.

SERVICE

Radar ----------------- Dunlap

Charleston Na.tional- Bank Bldg.

I

Seventh-Day Adventist.
Of the 956 male student.a

Young Jefferson
---------- Claude G. Bowers

DENTIST

DR. DEAN A. AM.BROSE

Visual Training

Belam y Partridge

Search For Glory _ Kevin Guinagh

DR. W. B. TYM

511¥.i Jackson Street

Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted

As to religion, 32 percent of
Eastern's male population pre
church,
Methodist
fers the
Christian
the
percent
16
church, and 10 percent Catho
lic church. There are also pref
erences for the Episcopal, the
Congregational, and the Pil
grim Holiness churches. Also
enrolled at Eastern are two
Quakers, a Moravian, and a

Jalna --- De La Roche

501 Jackson

Office Phone 30
Res. Phones 770 - 403

OPTOMETRIST

H'enry James

Eighteen percent of the men are
The
majors.
physical education
business department takes second
place. Industrial arts, social sci
ence, pre-engineering, and the two
year general course are also pop
ular fields.

Keys Of The Kingdom
--------------- A. J. Cronin

I
.

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.

East
The J eune-Filles of
the
by
sad�ened
are
ern
fact that 32 percent of all male
students are married, since it
is rumored that 75 percent of
all college women seek hus
bands. (And that statistic is
not from the office of either
dean!)

The Complete Sherlock Holmes
--------;---- A. Conan Doyle

Hours by Appointment

Office Phone 350

___

Tales Of The Argonauts
------------------ Bret Hart

Resid,ence 380

9 :00-4 :SO

Stone

___

Green Grass Of Wyoming
----------------- 'Vasa Sture

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
N. C. IKNAYAN, M. D.

.:.

For This We Fought_Stuart Chase

RYAN'S

DR. O. E. HITE

________

Short Stories ----- Henry James

y ur Eyes

.Always the

has released a statistical report
on the male students of' Ea.stern
for the fall quarter. The sopho
more class leads the field with
42 percent of its members men.
The freshmen class comes next
with 322 men enrolled. The juniors
and seniors take third and four
th places with 14 percent and 10
per cent, respectively.

Author

Lust for Life

·

'.

THE OFFICE of the Dean of Men

non
Among the many ·novels,
fiction books, and informative pub
lications available for your pleas
ure today are those listed below
(with their author):

are overworked.

Should it be the public for follow
"3. Jack Armstrong is captured
ing sensationalism? Should it be
by some men who are trying to
steal the atom bomb secret. The
the writers and producers for hit
men steal the secret plans, kill
ting again and again the well
Jack Armstrong and leave for
tried plots that have been paying
parts unknown.
"4. A young college girl is get "off almost without exeception? I
will be the last to point the finger.
ting no place with her favorite
"Just the same, I insist that I
date. A friend advises that she
shall restrain my listening to news
well-known
a
should change to
and singing commercials and my
also
that
brand of toothpaste
and Lange's
to poetry
reading
cleans· the breath. The girl com
until
Chemistry
of
Handbook
plies, but finds that the· boy
something new arrives."
friend shuns her because she is
homely.
"5. A killing has taken place in
.
a small city. A large town detec0
tive is called in on the case, but
(Continued from page 3)
the murderer is never apprehended.
advance of the other.
"6. A young man with a tough
An Active Process
beard who has befriended a fam
active
Perception itself is an
ily is offered a razor and blade
process and as such it undergoes·
by the grateful' father so that he
may clean up for dinner. He finds
transformations. Before there has
that the razor blade 'is lousy."
been any formal training the ten
Jim followed the plots with
d�ncy of every child is to perceive
"This does not mean that I
tfings, events and relations in the
am condemning all of radio
drama, but it beats me that
world and . about him in the manprogram after program should
ner in which we designate as "co
have exactly the same plot.
herent seeing." Now he starts to
Hour after hour, night after
frequently
learn to read, and is
night, and year after year, the
likeness continues, and, I feel,
forced to adopt what for him is
will in time ruin either the
the utterly unnatural procedure of
,for
appreciation
country's
rather
and
abstract
perceiving
radio, or the public's appre
meaningless symbols (words) as a
ciation for literature.
dysjunctive .perceptual experience.
"You may argue that the same
Trouble arises unless the ohild can
is true of literature. It is to some
master the visual-verbal pereeption
extent. The so-called magazines
of the symbols which should pro
for ladies carry notoriously slant
duce the reconstitution of clear
ed stories. Others follow the ex
meaning in the minds of the perwho
ample. Modern . Americans
ceiver.
pride themselves on their critical
qualities read sterotyped stories
without end from magazines, listen
hour after hour to radio programs
that contain the same plots that
for years have graced the pages
magazines,
of "pulps" detective
FINE PHOTOGRAPHS
and breathlessly recount reading
numbers of books that have follow 
from
ed the theme of Forever Ambei:._
as nearly as practical.
"Perhaps I am being over
critical. It is said that there
South Side Square
Phone 598
are just thirty-three original

High Per Cent of Married M
Dismays Man-Hunting Coeds

EAST SIDE SQUARE

JO
CH<l
HOLi[
ICE
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1

Schedule, Win ter Quarter
Hours

-1

Room

ART

10; 11
3; 4
8; 9
1; 2
1; 2
8; 9
3
3; 4
1; 2
1; 2
10; 11
9
�; 2

I Art 130
II Art 130
·Art 13 1

Art

Art
Art
Art
Art
Art
Art

22 7
237
256
346
448
449
453
455

•

�

BOTANY

9; 10 TF
9; 10 TF
11; 10 MTh
1; 2 MTh
3; 2' WF
11; 10 MTh
3; 2 WF
11
4
1; 2 MTh

Botany 120
I Botapy 121
II Botany 121
III Botany 121
IV Botany 121
Botany 231
Botany 235
Botany 250
Botany 340
Botany 343

I

S225
S201
S201
S201
S201
S225
S2 5
Sl 7
S201
S1Z7

�

lAN'S
�B

/ICE
l 61

Widger
Ekeberg
Cline
Blair
Kell
Nee y
Smith
Waffle
Blair
Neely
Smith
Waffle
Ekeberg
Cline
Kelly
Smith
Palmer
Neely
Neely
Widger Cline
Blair
Palmer
Waffle
Ekeberg
Widger

9
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
1
1
2
2
3
3

Bus. Educ. 111
Bus. Educ. 120
I Bus. Educ. 124
II Bus. Educ. 124
Bus. Educ. 140
Bus. Educ. 141
I Bus. Educ. 142
II Bus. Educ. 142
Bus. Educ. 211
Bus. Educ. 210
Bus. Educ. 212
Bus. Educ. 224
I Bus. Educ. 231
II Bus. Educ. 231
III Bus. Educ. 231
IV Bus. Educ. 231
I Bus. Educ. 234
II Bus. Educ. 234
Bus. Educ. 246
Bus. Educ. 3408
Bus. Educ. 447

M60
M53
M53
M53
M53
M53
· M54
M54
M50
M50
M55
M50
M53
M52
M53
. M52
M52
M52
M54
M52
M52

.

-

MW

Scott
Scott
Zeller
Zeller
Scott
Scott
Harris
Zeller
Zeller

1
8
3
8
9
2
9
8
10
11

rvice

·

·

EDUCATION

10
8
9
10
11
2
3
1
10
11
8
3
11
2
2

up

�o

up

$2.50
00

r

Educ. 230
I Educ. 231
II Educ. 231
III Education
IV Educ. 231
V Educ. 231
VI Educ. 231
VII Educ. 231
Educ. 232
Educ. 325
I Educ. 344
II Educ. 344
Educ. 345
Educ. 343
Educ. 458

8
2
2
8
2
1
10
10
9
8•
9
3
1

I

M23
M17
M38
M33
M17
M33
M35
M33
M34
M33
M35
M33
M34
M33
M17
M34
M34
M33
M35
M35
M35
M35
M34
M34
M34
M35

-

\

I

·•

I.I\

M40
M24
M24
M32
M40
M40
M24
M32
M32
M24
M24
M24
M24

•
'
'
�

h

8
3
11
1
10
9
11

'

-

S316
S316
S315
S315
S316
8316
8315
8315

Geog. 120
Geog. 120
I Geog. 130
II Geog. 130
Geog. 221
Geog. 231
Geog. 236
Geog. 343
Geog. 447

8316

HOME ECONOMICS

8; 9 TF
11; 10 MTh
1; 2 WF
3; 4
1; 2 WF
4
9
2

P21
P24,23
P21
P21
P24,23

Home Ee. 101
Home Ee. 203
Home Ee. 232
Home Ee. 304
Home Ee. 344
Home Ee. 345
Home Ee. 360
Educ. 458

HMH
Cafeteria

�

.

..

HYGIENE
Benell
Cavins

8
10

I Hygiene 120
II Hygiene 120

8118
8118

,

BUS TRAVEL MADE
MORE REFRESHING
·ev STOP FOR COKE

M12

M12

MlO
MlO
MlO

M9

.

Latin 121
Latin 124
Latin 344
I Spanish 131
II Spanish 13 1
Spanish 23 1
Spanish 334
French 131
French 231
I German 231
II German 231
German 231
German 334

(

9

MlO
MlO
MlO

231

'

3

Schmalhausen
Morris
Schmalhausen
' Devinney
Morris
Schmalhausen
Gaertner
Devinney

8410
8410
8402-408
8402-408
S402-408
8402-408
S402-408
8402-422
8401-407
8401-407
8407-422
8407-422
8410-422
S401-407

Physical Sci. 100
Chem. 130
I Chem. 131
II Chem. 131
III Chem. 131
IV Chem. 131
V Chem. 131
Chem. 211
I Chem. 234
II Chem. 234
Chem. 343
I Chem. 344
II Chem. 344
Chem. 447

.

3

-

1; 2 MTh
8; 9 MW
11; 10 MTh
10; 11 TF
1; 2 MTh
3; 2 WF
9; 10 TF
3; 2 WF
3; 4 TTh
1; 2 MTh
11; 10 MTh
1; 2 T, 12 F
9; 10 TF

I

Eng. 120
I Eng. 121
II Eng. 121
III Eng. 121
IV Eng. 121
V Eng. 121
VI Eng. 121
VII Eng. 121
VIII Eng. 12 1
IX Eng. 121
X Eng. 121
XI Eng. 12 1
XII Eng. 121
XIII Eng. 121
XIV Eng. 121
English 125
English 211J
English 230
English 231
English 234
I English 236
II English 236
English 311J
English 344
English 347
English 450 .

GEOGRAPHY

CHEMISTRY

9; 8

Room

Course

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
de Gagne
de Gagne
de Gagne ·
Harris
Harris
Harris
Harris
de Gagne
de Gagne
Carman
Carmari
Carman
Carman

BUSINESS EDUCATION

9
3
8
1
11
10
2
11
11
1
8
8
9
10
2
8
9
2
. 10
1
11

Hours

�

M63
M61
M64
M64
M61
M63
M63
M64
M61
M63
M64
M63
M63

Art 224
Art 226

Art

Instructor

ENGLISH

Course

!ltist.

)

MlO

M12
M12
M9
M9
P21

up

$3.95
,95

up

$8.95
S14.9S
.00

up

.00

up

$8.95
$35.00
r.95

CAPPA-LEE' FOOD MART
appearance

STAPLES AND FANCY

-

GROCERIES - MEATS
FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

GET YOUR
k>HNSON S

Phone 2190

708 Lincoln

biOCOLATES
AND

MAPLE HOTEL

UDAY SPECIAL

SERVING DAILY

ICE CREAMS

DELICIOUS STEAKS, CHOPS

AT

CHICKEN DINNERS

and

up

TOYS .

:s

E·E N ' S

Special Thanksgiving Dinner, Turkey

SPECIAL DINNERS PREPARED
for
CLUBS AND PARTIES

SQUARE

fi¢

By Reservation

ME MADE

E C R EAM

and Goose

SPECIAL

Cube Steak, French Fries, Salad
I

OPEN · EvEN INGS
HOM.E COOKING

.

UNTI�

PLEASE return
empty bottles prompUy

$�
BOTTlED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
MATTOON COCA-COLA BOTTLING Cu.

8 :30
PHONE 338

(\') 1 947,

T�...

Coca-Cola

COlllJ>OftY

•

Wednesday,
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Clas�· Schedule, Winter Quarter

/

Hours

Instructor

'47-'48

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

•

Fowler
Fowler
Gallington
Elliott
Elliott
Elliott .
Klehm
Klehm
Landis
Landis
Landis
Fowler
Klehm

Ind. Arts 134
Ind. Arts 135
I Ind. Arts 136
II Ind. Arts 136
Ind. Arts 150
Ind. Arts 226
Ind. Arts 231
I Ind. Arts 232
II Ind. Arts 232
Ind. Arts 259
Ind, Arts 260
111.d. Arts 336
Ind. Arts 350
I Ind. Arts 354
II Ind. Arts 354

10; 11
8; 9
1; . 2
3; 4
1; 2
10; 11
1; 2
8; 9 3; 4
8; 9
10; 11
1; 2
10; 11
8; 9
3; 4

Gallington
Gallington

PlO
PlO
P19
P19
P6
P19
P16
P16
P16
P3
P3
P12
P16
P19
P19

Schaupp
Schaupp
Schaupp

3
11
10
8
10
1
2
2
8
9

L
L
L
L
L
L

=berg

9

Van I>eventer

11

11
3
9 MW
9 TF
10
8
9
10
9
2
11

Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music

. llrllS

M14

M14

124
127
137
147
229
231
237
347
352
450

PHY. EDU. (MEN)
9
11
8
11
10

2

2
9
10
10
2
3
8
1
4

McAfee
Bally
Farians
McAfee

I Soc. Sci. 138
II Soc. Sci. 138
III Soc. Sci. 138
Soc. Sci. 139
Soc. Sci. 233
I Soc. Sci. 234
II Soc. Sci. 234
III Soc. Sci. 234
IV Soc. Sci. 234
V Soc. Sci. 234
VI Soc. Sci. 234 .
VII Soc. Sci. 234
Soc. Sci. 235
I Soc. Sci. 255
II Soc. Sci. 255
Soc. Sci. 330
Soc. Sci. 344
Soc. Sci. 347
Soc. Sci. 355
Soc. Sci. 362
Soc. Sci. 361
Soc. Sci. 454

10
10
11
1
3
3
1
3
11
2
10
8
9
2
1

9
11
1
3
9
11
1
3
2
2

Hartley
Black
s ooner
B ack
Hartley
Spooner
Peterka
Peterka
Hartley
Cavins
Scruggs
Black
Creager
Spooner
Peterka
Scruggs

7 :50 daily
9 ; 10 TF
1; 2 MTh
3; 2 WF
3; 2 WF
1 1 ; 10 MTh
8; 9 MW
10; 9 TF
1; 2 MTh
1; 2 MWF
9; 10 TF
7 :50 daily
4
9 ; 1 0 TF
1
4

I Speech 131
II Speech 131
Speech 250
Speech 251
Speech 331
I Speech 345
II Speech 345 ·
III Speech 345
Speech 434
Speech 446
ZOOLOGY

1

.

Gym
Gym
G106
G106
G106
G106
G136
G106
G136
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Cor. Gym

•

I Zoology 121
II Zoology 121
III Zoology 121
IV Zoology 121
V Zoology 121
VI Zoology 121
I Biology 127
II Biology 12 7
III Biology 127
Zoolo y 225
I Zoo ogy 231
II Zoology 231
Zoology 340
zoolog
344
Physio ogy 345
Zoology 450

AND

•

�

fc

RUSKIN THOMPSO

CLIVE DICK
PLUMBl'NG

•

AND SON MAR

HEATING

Plumbing, Heating and

P. E. 131
P. E. 234
P. E. 346
P. E. 451
I Req. P. E. 108
II Req. P. E. 108
III Req. P. • E. 1og
IV Req. · P. E. 108
V Req. P. E. 108
I Req. P. E. 107
II Req. P. E. 107
III Req. p. E. 107
I Req. P. E. 318
II Req. P. E. 318
Req. P. E. 210

9
2
9
3
8
10
11
1
2
10
1
4
3
4
3

p

SOCIAL SCIENCE

9
11
8
3
2

Gabbard
Bryant
Moses
Moses
Ross
Ross
Br ant
Ga bard
Bryant
Gabbard

PHY. EDU. (WOMEN)

\.

Phys. Sci. 100
Physics 238 ( Music)
·
Physics 130
I Physics 131
II Physics 131
III Physics 131
IV Physics 131
V Physics 131
Physics 236
Physics 237
Physics 335
Ph sics 345

8
9

r;

M45
M46
M45
M45
M44
M44
BB
M42
M44
Md

I P. E. 121
II P. E. 121
P. E. 227
P. E. 226
P. E. 344
P. E. 348
P. E. 351
P. E. 452
P. E. 455
Req. P. E.
Req. P. E.
Req. P. E.
Req. P. E.
Req. P. E.
Res. P. E.

Course

SPEECH

MUSIC

Beuttel
Balloon
Beuttel
Crook
Crook
Dvorak
Richardson
Crook
Dvorak
Dvorak

O'Brien
Healey
White
White
White
O'Brien
Heal8"
Lantz
Lantz
Kallenbach
Kallenbach
Darling
Kallenbach
Kallenbach
White

M14
M17
M14
M13
M13
M13
M13
M14
M14
M13

I Math. 120
II Math. 120
Math. 130
I Math. 131
II Math. 131
III Math. 131
IV Math. 131
Math. 235
I Math. 236
II Math. 236
III Math. 236
Math. 343
M;ath. 447

•

�

MATHEMATICS
Hostetler
Hostetler
Van Deventer
Van Deventer
Hostetler
Hostetler
Ringenberg
Van Deventer
Ringenberg
Ringenberg

9; 8 MW
8; 9 MW
10; 11 TF
9; 8 TF
11; 10 MTh
1 ; 2 MTh
2 ; 1 WF
3 ; .4 TTh
1; 2 WF
1; 2 MTh
8; 9 MW •
11; 10 MTh
.

L

I Library 120 Th
II Library 120 Th
III Library. 120 Tues.
IV Library 120 Tues.
Library 324
Library 450
Library 441

Strader
Railsback
Holzhauaer
Holzhauser
Lefler
Strader
Holzhauser
Strader
Lefler
Railsback
Lefler
Railsback

Alter
Alter
Alter
Alter
Seymour
Seymour
Sha
Woo
Sharp
Seymour
Sharp
Coleman
Sharp
Plath
Plath
Plath
Wood
Seymour .
Plath
Coleman
Coleman
Wood

LIBRARY
8
9
1
2
1
2
3 ; 4 TTh

Hours

PHYSICS

Room

Course

Instructor

Sheet Metal Work

G138
G138
DS
G138

FREE

DELIVERY

Will

TELEPHONE 295

PHONE 156
•

PRAIRIE FARMS
MILK
A PRODUCT THAT MUST PLEASE

GATES BARBE R SHOP

Pro m pt Delivery Service

WOMEN ARE BEGGING US

Wil l Rogers Theater Bd.

. . for the Recipe
WELCOME
Cause the

Students at

WHlT 'S
The Home of

2. Oil Colors
3. Water Colors

find our dough

.

than homemade !
'

Bring Your Entire Week's Wash to the .
TODA Y'S SPECIALS

e

Fresh Baked Pies

e

Variety of Cakes

e

Breakfast Rolls

e

Wide Assortment of Pastries

4. Charcoal Paper
5. Water Paper
6. Pastel Colors
7.
602

Prang Ternpra Colors
6th St.

Phone 416

PHONE

preparation tastier
•

Art Supplies
1. Brushes

y

•

A sk Your Grocer

K E I T H'S

BA K E RY
"Home of Keith's Bread"

LA UNDER-RITE
In just 30 minutes the Bendix has
finished your wash

30c
Per Machine Full with SOAP FREE
All Automatic Bendix Machines
Open Daily Except Sunday From 7 a: m. · to 8 :30 p. m.

LAUNDER-RITE
BASEMENT OF THE LA WES HOTEL
Private Entrance on 5th Street
. CHARLESTON, ILL.

'

.

Che

PAGE SEVEN
little city in itself. The architec
ture of the buildings is unequalled
in the whole country. There are
schools of
medicine,
pharmacy,
law, engineering, agriculture, den
tistry, chemistry and all of the
natural sciences. In the Phiollogi
cal Institute the professors are so
selected that
the
language
of
every country is represented by
one who speaks it as a native of
that country. There are also many
centers for primary,
secondary,
and vocational schools, and
an
average of 20,000 workmen attend
night schools.

Writes of H o metown ,
stria l Ca p ita l of Co l o m b ia·
z

PEREZ,

'A

Eastern's

hip student from Medel

.bia, enrolled in an En1position course, has writ
ignments that throw
.e
on
hometown, which is
"the . industrial capital

t

bia."
lin, My
Home
Town,"
the first compositions writ
Miss Perez as an English

igrunent, follows and is
ied by pictures to show
and , the new in Medellin

ire.

years have passed since

�ptain from Spain found
eity of Medellin and sur
it with walls. Since then
been no pause in its prono attempt to break the
s it has cherished. Per-

sonal stoicism and social, cultural,
and

economic

drives

have

been

sustained by a model race in South
America.
Medellin ha?> a good climate,
kind and hospitable people, com
mercial power, and cultural as
pirations. Today, Medellin is the
second city in Colombia in pop
ulation ; but becau
it skillfully
alternates
the
sp1 itual
values
with the beautiful,
edellin is first
in economic vitality, number of
universities, and cultural oppor
tunities. At the side of every fact
ory flourishes a teaching center or
a church, thereby presenting a
varied panorama of belfries and
'
chimneys.

a

There are
i;hree "' universities :
National,
Antioquia,
and
Boli
variana, each one of which is a

The Old

/

..

\

Catholic churches of impressive
construction
are
peaceful
con
trasts to the wide palaces built for
national, sectional, and local administration, and for commercial
activity carried on by the indus
trial elements of the city.
As a tourist center, Medellin of
fers a luxurious hotel, doubtless
the best in Hispano America, three
railroad lines, Road of the Sea,
several truck lines, and a com
pletely equipped airport.
Besides the educationat, social,
administrative activity, and tour
ist attractions, Medellin has un
paralleled industrial power. Neces
sities such as steel products, many
varieties of textiles, liquors, cigar
ettes, beer, and candies are manu
factured.
The leader!i of Medel
lin have worked hard to ' create its
powerful industry,
active
com
merce, and the banking system
which has a high financial stand
ing.
Men of good will established in
1889 the Society of Public Im
provements, which has won many "
built
a glorious
civic
battle,
canals, developed the park called
Independence Wood, and built the
Institute of Fine Arts. The com
plete story of civic improvements
would fill volumes.
This, briefly, is a picture of

The New

. . . for science

Doc Sellers E mces '
' Last Chance' Show
THE LAST Chance bar gave away
80 cents each to Jack Henschen,
Kenny Grubb,

and Tom

Danne

berger on its "Double or Nothing"
program last Friday evening.
Wayne "Doc" Sellers, master of
ceremonies, gave the crowd plenty
of1aughs with his impersonation!!
of a pilot coming out of a dive,

three girl s crossing a mud puddle,
and a jitterbug · at a stage show.
The sponsor of the program and
recording dan� was the Independ
ent league. The records were play
ed and broadcasted from the radio
tower.
Decorations were in blue
and
yellow: Bottle candle holders ;were
used as centerpieces for the ta- ·
bles. Soft drinks were served for
refreshments.

THE . . .

CHATTERBOX

bia; an almost paradoxical quality. '
First in culture and education,
and first in industrial power.

· m \. 1
1_,. .
��'\.I.\
1 ,

I

.

·'

�

�
\

�

?

�:rf!I�
TA L C U M
P OWD E R
4 oz. 501
feminine charm.

'��� '--::::::.

-.....-:

Appetizing Lunches

Send lovely flowers
often !

ACROSS

For

HELM'S

9
e
e

Phone 39
WILL ROGERS

I

=

l

FLOWER SHOP

Cool requisite to:your

,.

JI'\ �
�

""'·

��
--- .::::=�

·,

Say it with Flowers
MAKE IT' A HABIT !

EASLY AME:SICAR

J

BLDG.

FROM

OLD

MAIN

Afternoon Snacks
Try Our .

SANDWICHES

SOFT DRINKS

SALADS

J. M. Williams, Prop.

Ph. 210

J!x.

quisitel:y scented with
a flower bouquet, in�
s p i red by a n o l d

H I T PARADE OF GIFTS

S o u t h er n garden.
C o m p a n l o q,

fra·

graace to Sbulton's
Old Spice.

>NE 156

. . . for worship

Ia a cylin•
ro

mantically adorned
with birds and B.ow•

•

Blouses

Robes

Gloves

Gowns

Pu rses

Pa ja mas

,,.

drical ctlntainer,

cr.s. 10 oz. size. $ 1.00.
r

FROMMEL

Make her happy with a gift from our store
I

HARDWARE

Dress Well Shop

:ASE

NORTH SIDE SQUARE
Gifts

Sporting Goods
'

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Housewares

Dishes

Leather Goods

Glass

well·

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

IJ- �
. .

'

.

tailored walker ...
la a town or-country mood
heel a perfect walking
height-good leathers for
sturdy service.

�

has
We extend an invita

tion

to

all

Eastern

REE

students

to take ad

1es

es rendered by this in

vantage of the servic

\

>TEL

IHE SHOf WITH THf lfAU Tll' U L 1'11

m.

National Bank

Calf

'Vl�Ah-

stitution.

;o 8 :30 p.

$9.95

Smooth Brown

INYART'S BROWNbilt SHOE STORE

t

- · -=-----...,.,,._

Wednesday,
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Panthers Cop l lAC Third with 19-0 Win
. EASTERN'S PANTHERS

rolled

over the Leathernecks of Macomb

Saturday afternoon by a score of

passes was intercepted to account
for Eastern's final score. Late in
the last period John Wargo inter
ceptecl Malkasain's pass on the
Macomb 40 and pulled off a fancy
bit of running to cross standing
up.

score.
Ghere
made
another
circus
catch to account for
the
extra
point, the pass this time coming
from Babb.
•

19-0 to bring to a close one of the
poorest ·seasons in Panther his
Western made its strongest bid
tory. The . Panthers did, however,
in the third quarter. An intercepted
salvage third place in the IIAC .
pass and a penalty gave Western
by breaking even in conference
the ball on their own 41-yard line.
play. Saturday's win over Western
Ingle ran for two consecutive first
was played on a cold day and on
downs to the Eastern 27. Engle,
a muddy field.
Franklin, and Marini combined on
In gaining the victory Eastern
running plays that put the pigskin
also seared more than 13 points
on the Panther nine-yard line. The
something they have been unable
Eastern line stiffened here and
to do in their past nine games.
Western gave up the ball on downs.
Three games have been lost this
The
final
p eriod
saw
the
year by 14-13 scores.
Leathernecks making several des
After scoring in the first and
peration passes.
One
of these
third quarters, and holding West
,
ern's
deepest
penetration
into
home territory during the third
p eriod, the issue was never in
_
e
o
doubt.

(19)

Eastern

Adams
LaRose
Snapp
Stivers
Davisson
Pitol
Ghere
Boyle
Benoche
Johnson
Sweet

LE
LT
LG
c
RG
RT
RE
QB
HB
HB
FB

Western

(0)

Weberling
Rucks
Hickman
Reuss
Miller
Redman
Dufrain
Mcinerny
Franklin
Jackson
Marini

L nci ni s Ta lly
'

Western recieved the kickoff
and could make no headway. They
punted to the Eastern 11 where the
kick went out of bounds. Benoche
and Johnson ran for a pair of first
downs before . Babb was forced to
punt. The Leathernecks threw a
scare into local fans by running
the kick back to the Eastern 20.
Two running plays and two in
complete passes gained only two
yards and the threat ended.

Basketball Opener

1 6 Tea m Intramural

Just Around �he Co rner

league Al most Compl

DECEMBER 4 i s the the date and
Indiana Central is the opponent.

BA SKET
INTRAMURAL
will get into full swing af
winter quarter begins, Dr. C
P. Lantz announced last
Sixteen teams are expected t.o
ter the race after the cro!;v11
Brad-K-Ml!-ts won last year1
Brad-K-Mats will not organize
year and attempt to defend
title so the race will be wide

These two factors will usher in
the 1947-48 basketlfall' season ;for
the ,Panthers. The game will be
at Indianapolis.

For the past month some 30 cage
hopefuls have been working out
under the watchful eye of Coach
William A. Healey. Now that foot
ball is over another 30 is expected
out. Coach Healey has so much
good material that he· expects to
carry 20 varsity boys and 25 B
team players.

Twelve teams are already
ed. They are Ambraw
Chez Doty Bears,
Flying
Campus City Blue Devils, M
Bugs Bunnies, Campus Cut
E.I. Globe-Crawlers, Kappit
Sig Taus, Phi Sigs, and
Writers.
Anyone
interes
having a team turn in a r
names to Dr. Lantz before
of the quarter. Teams are I'
to
ten
men.
Incidentalll
Sports Writers are looking
starting five. Anyone inte
please contact Bill Downey,

�

From last, year's squad re · Bob
Olson,
Elmo
Hilderbrand,
Jim
Sullivan,
Lee
Markwell,
for
wards; Jack Miller, center ; Neal
Hudson
and
Jack
Haworth,
guards. New �aterial includes Ray
DeMoulin,
former
Illini ;
John
Wilson and Don Glover, stalwarts
of the Paris State Championship
five ; Frank Pitol from Collins
ville;�ob Crane, Greenup ace and
EI League star ; and other fresh
men who were stars in high school.
·From the successful "B" t am of
last year is Roy Klay, tall center;
John Hammond,
John
Frazier,
Mick . Lile, John Woodard, and
Charles Stanberry.
In all appearances this squad
should compare
favorably
with
last year's team that was a power,

ful one in thi! section repres
Illinois in the National Inte
giate tourney at Kansas City�
John Lewis is missing from
squad's starting five, ·and
three are gone from the fir8'

�

Later in this period Mcinerny
kicked to Beno he on the Eastern
25. Benoche returned it to the 35yard line. Bob Lencioni gained 11
yards for a first down to the 46yard stripe.
Quarterback . Boyle
then uncorked a pass 'to Bob Smith
who caught the ball on the 50 and
then scampered down the side
lines to the Western 10. Lencioni
went through a big hol� at right
tackle like a bullet to score stand
ing up. Gross' conversion was
blocked.

J

Western
Eastern

0
6

O
O

0
7

Fully _Insured

O
6

Local and Distance
Also

Eastern : .. Kruzich,
Sowinski,
Boudreau,
Hilligoss,
Mizener,
Wargo, Snapp, Lencioni, Scruggs,
Mills,
Babb,
Burrus,
Gross
Bujnowski, Howard, Smith, Dongu
·
Carlyle, Sexson.

.

•

Fresh Popcorn
Will deliver to parti

:

The remainder of the first half
was played in midfield with neither
team threatening 'seriously
to
score. Numerous pass intercep·
tions and fumbles stalled both
teams in gettipg scoring drives un
der way. Earl Benoche returned
the Macomb kickoff at the start
of the second half to the Eastern
35.

•

P HONE

36

1 st Box $ 1 .29-2 nd Box

1C

A lso School Jewe lry one-half price
I

From here it took only five plays
to hit paydirt. Boyle hit Don
Johnson with a pass that gained
24 yards.
Russ
Ghere caught
Boyle's next pass on the Wes tern
25 and raced to the 15. Two run
ning plays failed to gain, so Boyle
took to the air again. He fired a
pass at Ghere who made a circus
catch on the one and dove be
tween two Macomb defenders to

likin will
hest grudge
the Big I
y forgive u
to Kans:
lthoff, las
gone, but
Don Willian
be no soft t<

lo

In the IIAC
t will proba
ley his Ion
derment.
4
Colborn, a11
II all return 1
lder's stion�
r" Jones, for;
Illinois strc
Ve Stinson a
ter position.
tice from Sou
at Coach Ho
nty of good
fill his we:
•urvey of ti
that a s per
ng baseball
tball teams ,
. Jack Mille1
1Venings
t
h, Stinson,
, and · w�t·

Die Sta mped School Boxed Pa per
. . ":' first of three

him as frei
Led by D:
center, an<
, loose-join·
ters sho uld
other banne1
•

KI NG B ROTH E RS

't miss the
1 game Mo
Jgainst Jam
of Decatu:
ers beat lai
to Kansas Ci1

BOOK AND STAT IONERY STORE
THE SHOp OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
Phone 428
Charlei

EAT AT THE

WE BUY
USED CAME RAS

•

• BREAKFAST

706 Jackson Street
Ph. 2305

Charleston, Ill.

Jfiding Jfands -

. or

Jfands f-

Smart girls, with hand-holding
notions, don't go around hiding red.
roughened hands behind their
backs. They use Dorothy Perkins
Weather Lotion • • • make their handl
"lhow-off" lovely. Thia creamy
lotion wlll do the aome fOI' face,
arms, and 1 eg1, too l

I'

ID� ·rp�

Dormtogs. Smoothly knit of ·
soft combed cotton that re
quires no ironing. Ski-type
trousers and sleeve cuffs.
F.asy-fitting, special Faultless
Nobelt waistband.
Choose
yours now from a range of
selected solid colors with
contrasting trim.
made by

q)fj{6on, $11olliet4

2 for $ 1 .00

for

ALEXANDER ' S

RELi.A

FOUNTAIN DRINKS

Open Weekdays 7 :30 a.
JOE FENDER, Mgr.

Winter winds are like sum
mer breezes when you pull
on a pair of these Faultless

WEATHER LOTION

--

. MO�

BURGER BASKETS . . . ICE CREAM

Faultless
Nobelt Dormtogs
.

AN

• PLATE AND DINNER LUNCH
• EVENING MEALS

THE CAMERA SHOP

.

.

S N AC K BA R

FOR
CASH

Jfolding

OLDJ
.

m.

to

7 p.
B.

CLASS OF '25

EAST OF FIRE HALL

New ·Barber
Hen ry Belue, wa r veteran, has

- $5. 85

LINDER Clothing Co.
N.ORTH WEST CORNER OF THE SQUARE

Ba rber Coll ege and is now working with

us

Hotel Byers Ba rber Shop, Mattoon, I l l inois . TwQ
� s ready to serve you . Open six · days weekly.

S I D N EY

WI L LIAM S

Down Stairs, HOTEL BYERS

1. WR:
2. AU
3. ELE
4. M01
5. GEJI

lay, November
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Fanakos Talk on Greece

IA STATE, MI LLIKIN APPEAR AS TOUGH

CLARA

1r finishing the season last year with an 18 and 7 record there

i.everal on the Eastern cage schedule this season who will point
'orts at stopping the Panthers. More than a few of the current

its

will be capable of givfanJ;hers a more than even

ten can put the same five
on

the floor that started

Modern Da n ce Club Presen ts
Program at l) of I Dan ce Day

the

told of her personal experiences
durin� the war, and of the in
dustrial and agricultural aspects
of her own communit¥. She told of
Greece
as
a
whole,
stressing
climatic differences and likenesses
between her
country
and
the
United States.

, aemory, 'tis time once more to look into the crystal ball.

Coach

was

the Geography club. Miss Fanakos

COACH William A.• Healey tutoring an abbreviated squad in
gym every evening and the last of the football games but a

State's

FANAKOS

speaker at the recent meeting. of

SOUTH ERN TOP llAC THREAT

.na

Feminine Feats

Geography Club Hears

1e Dope Sheet

MODERN DANCE club has been practicing a great deal lately in order
to

section Marguerite Rhodes and
Sara Berninger are in the fi�ls
with Ariel Bowman and Harriett
Smith. In the three o'clock class
Dorothy Miller and Jeanne Ashby
play Mary Sharrett
and
Ellen
Wilcoxen while Virginia Burmeis
ter and Shirley Alexand�r play
Laverne Jones and Joan Rogers.

I

Mondays :
Tuesday :

4-5:30, Dance club, gym.

2-2 :45 table tennis and shuffleboard, corrective gym.

Wednesday :

11

( after

chapel ) , fencing,

corrective

gym ;

5-5 :45,

beginning social dance, dance studio; 5-5:45, basketball practice, gym.

·

Thursday : 9-9:45, tumbling, dance studio ; 4-6, basketball, gym.

will p;robably be the
grudge game on the card
the Big Blue squad could
ID!rgive us for not letting
Ui Kansas City last year.
1off, last year Blue main1e, but with a new coach
Williams back, Millikin
no soft touch.
:n

on repr ese
i onal Inter•
msas City .
;,sin g from
[ive, 'and '
m the first

nirnred
Distance

per
c

price

!RS

STORE

the IIAC it's Southern
wiU probably give Coach
his longest nights of
·ment. Quint Stinson,
1lborn, and Ollie Schoaff
return to Coach Glenn
1r's strong squad .. "Bun
Jones, former University .
inois strong man, will
Stinson a battle for the
position, and advance
from Southern promises
Coach Holder will have
of good guard material
lill his weakest position.
·ey of the strong teams
.t as per prerequisite for
baseball squad the strong
,J teams are tough in the
1ack Miller may have some
taking - care
of .
·i·ngs
:tinson, Millikin's Bud
llld 'Western's Miksus.

Science Club Hears of
Billiard Balls, Birds

....

PLASTIC S AND birds were the
topics of discussion at the meet
ing of the Science club Wednesday
evening, November 19. Bill Wood,
chemistry student, gave a very in
teresting discussion on the origin
and development of plastics, from
their start in 1889 with the dis
covery of an i'(ory substitute for
billiard balls, to the present field
of nylon.
Zoolog y student Delbert Easton
spoke on the subject of birds, and
touched on their origin and devel
opment from the
winged-reptile
stages to the present.
At the close of the meeting, re
freshments were served in the botany laboratory.

miss the first home Bas1ame Monday, December
iainst James Millikin uni
of l>ecatur,, the team the
beat last year for the
1sas City.

·

.

Northwestern university as host,
centered around equipment, ex
hibiti(ms, and museum work .

Relationship
between
the
museum and the college art de
partment was discussed by Daniel
Cotton Rich, director pf the Art
Institute. - Sources 1for exhibitions
developed into a panel discussion
headed by Henry Hope, head of
the Art department of the Univer
sity of Indiana.
The 1948 conference will be held
at the University of Iowa.

THEATRE

CALVIN
COUN TRYMAN, Carl
Shull,
Inez
Parker,
Virginia
Wheeler, and Mildred Whiting at
tended the
Midwestern College
Art conference held in Chicago
November 14 and 15.
Sessions, held at the Art Insti
'
tute with the Art department of

10 credits have been earne<l, includ

ing two which are earned by being
on committees

heads, a letter

annual banquet.

being

sport

awarded at the

For 20 credits a

_ sweater is awarded. A girl can
join as many clubs as she desires.

Jw

·

Miss Gertrude Hend rix
Spea ks to Math Club
GUE ST
tics

S PEAKER at Ma thema-

club meeting on November

18 was Miss Gertrude Hendrix, of
the high school faculty. �iss Hen-

dri x talked on her experiences at
ijie University of Illinois. ·

For further information see the
bulletin board in the locker room.
Co-Recreation nights
will
be
every other Thursday, and hiking
will be as scheduled.
Credits
are
awarded for 10
meetings of each sport club. When

THEAT RE

or

.s

At the close

of

the

"Math Wrinklers,"

meeting,

mathematical

puzzles and quizzes were given by
Tony Norviel and

Charles Brown.

Warbler pictures were taken at the
time.

THEATRE

1'HEATRE

THEATRE

LI IIlltl 111
Always t_he Same·

'

..•

ADMJSSION - 16c & 30c

Art Staff Attend Meet

Following is the schedule for the
pictures to be taken during the
inter quarter for the year book:
December 9, bowling at 4 : 15 in
slacks; December 9, Modern Dance,
5 : 10 ; Wednesday, December 10,
hiking at 10; softball at 10 :30 ;
basketball at 5 : 10 ; and tumbling
at 1 1 ; December 11, fencing and
table tennis at 9 ; badminton at
5 : 10 ; and volleyball at 8 p. m. at
the Co-Recreation Night; and De
cember 19,
WAA
club at the
Christmas party.

THEATRE

THEATRE

Further

6, they will go to the U of I.
The junior badminton tournament is almost finished. In the four p. m.

Tentative winter sports for members of W AA have been planned

as follows :

d1J,y at the University of Illinois.

and on December 5, from 7 to 10 :30 in the gym. On Saturday, December

WAA Sports Schedule
·

be ready for the Dance

practice will be held on Monday, December 1 from 7 to 9 in the gym.

Matinees
FRI.-SAT.

Sat. and Sun.
NOV. 28-29

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

\\\

NOV. 27-28-29

n\

�t��\ta\O�·

NOV. 30-DEC. 1

SUN.-MON.

- --

'

tharleston's
OLDEST

AR

AND
"'

;'I" .

. MOST
SUN.-MO

� ov. 30-DEC.

,-�·

.GAGRSON
ROBERT

· MITCHUM

1

in

CRE AM

ESTON

�SIRE
ME

,ANERS
1N B. MILLER

•

610 6th St.

_,,,;

'

Lor &a«�

er
rking w ith
ri,

Illinoi s . T'

J ays w eeklf.

.IAM S

McARTH UR MOTO R SALES
AD[)ED
DEALER

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
DEC. 2-3-4

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

:er The Following Services

TUES.-WED.

1. WRECKER SERVICE
Z. kLEMITE LUBRICATION
I. ELECTRONIC WHEEL BALANCING
4. MOTOR REBUILDING
L GENUINE FORD PARTS

.

-

DEC. 2-3

•

PAGE TEN

2:50 p.

m.
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200 Attend Delta
Sigma O pen House
DELTA SIGMA Epsilon sorority
held open house at their house
at 870 Seventh street on Sunday.
Approximately 200 guests were
ushered through the house by
members wearing corsages of yel
low roses.

The house was purchased by the
sorority in 1946. It has since un
dergone extensive redecoration in
cluding the painting of the outside
and of every room. Double dee}!:
beds were purchased and painted
white. Dressing tables and extra
closets were constructed upstairs.
The living room was furnished

•

2:5 1 p.

•

•

Wednesday,
with

blue

sectional furniture by

Symphony Orchestra

the alumnae members. The second

Concert Monday

parlor contains informal furniture
of maple.

After a tour of the house, guests
were served punch, cake, nuts, and
mints decorated with small yellow
roses. On the table was a center
piece of cream tea
roses,
the
sorority
flower.
Opposite
the
punch bowl was a crystal candela
brum.

Mrs. Donald
R.
Alter,
Mrs.
Cavins, Mrs. Bryan Heise, Mrs.
Glenn Ross, Mrs. E. L. Stover, pa
tronesses, Miss Inez Parker and
Miss Winnie D. Neely, sponsors,
and Mrs. Eleanor Krask, sorority
housemother,
presided
at
the
punch table.

·

( Continued from page 1)
music by the Indianapolis
phony orchestra under Dr.
ky's direction necessitated
doubling the orchestra's
schedule in 10 seasons. More
half of the orchestra's tolll'
certs during 1946-1947 wen1
engagements.
This year, for · the fifth
cutive season, the India
Symphony has been granted
cipal support in the amo
50,000 dollars. Half of the s
contributed by the civil-city
half by the school-city of I
apolis .

Sheltl
For mt

today

m.

M

. . . also today

Married Males Dismay

Gamma Theta Upsilon

Man-Hunting Coeds

Initiates Seven

live more than 500

Eastern.

miles

Chances are two

to

from
one

SEVE N NEW members were initiated into Rho Chapter of Gam

ma Theta Upsilon, national geog

W�dnesday

that any student asked when

raphy fraternity

wQuld reply that it had been
three years ago. The average
freshman at Eastern fot the
194 7 -48 term is younger than
the average Eastern fresh man
of 1946-47. In second place in
terms of graduation from high
school are the graduates of
last spring, numbering 121�

tiation ceremonies, a dinner was

he graduated from high school

. The presence of 127 men who
graduated from high school before
1940 shows only too well that
even "oldsters" of 25 or more
participate in the "Battle of the
Books." Twenty-four men graduat
ed from intermediate schools · in
1937, eight · graduated
in
1936,
eight graduated in 1935, and 11
men have high school diplomas
bearing a furbelowed 1929. And
the average freshman at Eastern
was not yet born when two of
their fellow students graduated
from high school-one
graduat
ing in 1911, the other in 1908.

e orchestr
esides the
rated in
1 instrume
and bassoo

even

ing, November 19. After the ini

held in the geography department

Hadfie ld,
lb.ationwid
' orchestr
1, top nove
ed drums 1
band.

rooms.
Initiates were Donald Carmich
ael, Avanella
Miller,

Jeffers,

Robert

Raymond

Rhodes,

Robert

Shields, Harlan Steen, and Dave
Winnett.

Rally J
Millikin

NEW GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
Bicycles-All

Sizes

Tricycles-All Si:tes

Skates-Chicago Rink
Music Supplies
Sporting Goods
Wheel Goods

HARR ISON'S
B IKE SHOP
712 Jackson

Phone 286

·

Dry cle�ning

by B i g g s

gives your lovely woolens
and

sheers

a

new

lease

on life. Bring them in to

MAKE

IT

day for cleaning that will

A

MUSICAL

CHRISTMAS
. Radios,

Phonographs

and Records

renew them.

BIGGS
CLEANERS

t

Pick Up Service
704 JACKSON

PHONE 456

�HESTERFIELD
}

A ALWAYS MILDER
B BETTER TASTING
({J COOLER SMOKING

��
u;�,
ti)

